
 

Tales from the TRIENNIAL 
 

Having returned from the Triennial held in Indianapolis, Indiana, I got 
my eyes opened very wide.  There were Sir Knights from all states and many 
foreign countries in attendance.  There were venders galore, great hospitality, 
food and fun.  I spent all day watching the drill competition.  Holy cow!  Those 
Sir Knights know how to do it!  Precision marching in formation just like the 
military, except with swords, not rifles. 
 
I had guys from adjoining states pointing out each of the steps and movements 
during the competition.  While we don’t do much of this in Arizona, it was very 
informative to watch how it is supposed to be done.  I now have seen it done 
correctly. 
 
We had six Arizona Sir Knights in attendance.  The Indiana Sir Knights sponsored 
a huge hospitality suite next to the main vending room.   Non-stop shopping at 
its best!  The Grand Encampment had its own office with every publication 
available for sale.  It’s hard to know what I was missing until I saw it there and 
realized “I need that.”  All this brings me to a topic that I did not know would 
exist:  namely head gear.  During the meetings, we were allowed to have a 
more “relaxed” head gear. 
 
During the drill competition, all the teams wore their chapeaus, while the 
judges wore black Pershing hats or garrison hats.  The black one looked really 
sharp, but one could spend a lot of money on it. Our group really liked the way 
they looked.  Grand Encampment officers wear a bell style hat. Many visiting Sir 
Knights were wearing the Pershing hats; some with white tops, but most had 
black tops.  I found this to be interesting as I had no real experience with it.  Our 
fireside chats centered on this, and I sought a lot of opinions.  Most jurisdictions 
allow the wearing of these caps. 
 
I had a copy of our Arizona Constitution with me and compared it with the 
Grand Encampment Constitution and have attached ours below: 
 
 

SECTION 26.  HAT. 

 

 26.1 The Hat is that adopted by the United States Navy for commissioned 

officers with a white cover, with insignia and buttons as specified in this 

Section. (2016)  

 26.2 For the Grand Commander, a red Templar Cross attached to the black 

upward extension of the hat band or to the front of the cover above the band; 

chinstrap covered with gold lace fastened with gold Knight Templar buttons at 

the sides of the cap; visor covered with black felt embroidered with gold oak 

leaves and acorns in the pattern established for captains and commanders of 

the United States Navy. (2016)  

 26.3 For Past Grand Commanders, as for the Grand Commander, a royal 

purple Templar Cross substituted for the red cross. (2016)  

 26.4 For Grand officers, as for the Grand Commander, with cap visor covered 

with highly polished leather or leather-like material, without ornamentation. 

(2016)  

 26.5 For Commanders and Past Commanders, as for the Grand Officers with a 

red Passion Cross edged in gold with gold rays emerging from the angles of 

the Cross. (2016)  

 26.6 For other Sir Knights, as for Commanders and Past Commanders with a 

red Passion Cross edged in silver and without rays; chinstrap covered with 

silver lace fastened with silver Knight Templar buttons at the side of the cap. 

(2016)  

 26.7 Nothing in this section prohibits the wear of hats formerly authorized by 

these Uniform Regulations with the Fatigue Uniform only. (2016)  

 
This is what our constitution allows us to wear.  A diligent shopper might 
spend around $100 for one.  Milford Commandery No. 11 has advertised a 
summer uniform in our magazine for years.  The prices are very reasonable.  It 
should be noted however, that decorations are not removable and it would be 
prudent to explore the correct type for your expected rank. 
 
We have started to address the issue of wearing the black cap, but it is not 
finalized or modified yet in the Constitution.  The chapeau would still be worn 
during public ceremonies as we do now.  The other cap might be worn during 
our meetings and visiting other jurisdictions.  I view this conversation as a 
great step in the right direction, and anticipate increased acceptance among 
the Sir Knights. If they choose not to purchase the other cap, it would be 
permissible to wear the chapeau 100% of the time.  
 
Fraternally, 
 
Sir Knight Douglas S. Robertson KTCH 
Grand Commander 
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